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Observe the picfure. Haven't you seen
such situations? Do you think that all

the object takes place, work is done.
Work is not considered to be done in

of them are at work? Record the
different kinds of work that you

situaIions where there is

generally do.

.
.

Lifting the bag on to your shoulders
Throwing

a ba11.

The type of action that we do and those

that are illustrated in the figure can be

classified in to two groups.

From the situations given below, find
out those in which work can be
considered done.

.
.
.
.

Standing with a load on the head.

Lifting the bag onto the shoulder.
Pushing on a wali
Pushing a car in to motion.

Displacement takes place in one group
of actions whereas in the other it does
not.

Situations involving work

Note down those that involve

Can ourworkbe compared?

displacement.

On tlie wa1 lo our srfioof oe saw on tfie
roa[ a car tfrat fra[ 7rokgn [own . (fie

fnner saif,

Worf.
In situations where d isplacement of

no

displacement.

1ou liefp me to pusfr tfre
car to tfre 'u)or?Snop". (fre worFsliop ts
100m away (om1 anf cfutsaFrgave tfieir
6ags to tfreir friencfs anf starte[ pusliing
'ban
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Fig.7 .1

tfie car. fotsa{was tiref 61 tfie time tfie1
fiaf coperecf 30m. tVow Q opi joinef tomy

the amount of work was large or
small?

and tfre1 6otft pusfiecf tfie car to tfre

worfufiop. F.atfi of tfiose rufio pusfie[ t[ie
car liacf apptief a force of 450
continu.ousf1. ,ffie [iper tfranftef att of

t{

tfrem. Gefore we fe;ft lie pose[ a question.
''(lfio among
fias fone more wor{,?

yu

'(tli1 can't yu;finrf out tfre answer?
How much is the distance pushed by
each?

Let's try another activity.

Take a spring balance and a bag. put
five identical note books of 200 pages
each in the bag and suspend it from the

hook of the spring baiance. Lift it
slowly to the top of the table. Note

Rasak

down the reading of the spring balance.
Repeat the experiment keeping the
number of books in the bag to be in the

Tomy

order 4,3 and 2. Note the readings in

Gopi

the table below.

Name

Distance

Table

7

.'l

What is the force

5t.

No. of books

Force applied

No.

in the bag

(Reading in the
spring balance)

exerted

lifte d

continuously by each?

)
2

*

Who has pushed the least distance?

j
1

Who has pushed the maximum
distance?

Who has done the maximum
work?

T able 7.2

We can sav that work has been done
on the objects that were raised to the
table. Why do you say so? Note down
the reasons.

*
* What was the factor you

hacl
considered to determine whether

l8-l enysicot Scien-es

What was the displacement of each
object?

*

To lift which object did you apply
more force?

*

Which is the one lifted with

lesser

a

force?
Is the work done the same in all the

Imagine that the tab1e, chair, bench
clesk etc. in our class are lifted to an
upper level {rom the ground leve1.
Which of these require more work?
Discuss and record.

*

situations of the experiment?

What is the amount of work done
when a cup of tea of mass 0.25kg is
lifted to a height of 40cm?

Work,

How to find out the amount

W:Fxs

of work

The gravitational force of athaction on
the cup of Lea or its weight is

The fnctors that decide the nmount of
zttork, are the force tlnt is applied on the
object nnd the dispLtcement of the object.

F=mg-0.25x10-2.5N
(The acceleration due to gravity g:

If

1Om/s'?)

the force applied

is F, snd the

displacement of tlte object in tlrc direction

of

the force

is s, Work = force

x

displacement.

wod<W-Fxs
The

unit of force is nezoton (N) and

the

s=40cm=0.4m
Work, W = F x s = 2.5 x 0.4= 1 ioule
Now haven't you got a rough idea
about 1 joule of work.

unit of displacement is metre (m). So the
unit of zoork is nezttton metre. (Nm). This
is joule. Work is a scalar qunntity. When

Now discuss whlch among the people
seen in the picture of the bus stop do
work?

force is applied on an object and if there is
n displncement in tlrc same direction as

*

the

force, the zoork is considered to

by

the

be done

high?

force.

" -.-'-7-'
_-^-:,---

- ' ',

o'

_-1--

How much work should a child of
mass 50kg do to climb a step 0.15m

Here, if the acceleration due to gravity
is assumed to be 10m/s,, what is the
force that the child has to apply against
the force o{ gravity?
f(Jrle

l.

-

Displacement
Force F is npplied horizontally on an
obiect kept on nn inclined plane. The
displacement of the object on the inclined
pLane is along the inclined surface. The
displncement (s) in the direction of the
force (F) is considered to find out the roork

Work

*

A man is walking on a level ground
with a sack of rice of 60kg on his
head, through a distance o{ 100m.

How wiil you find out the work
done agalnst the force of gravity?

done.

Phys col Scrences
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*

What was the direction of the force
that the man applied on the bag?

The patient who is sitting on the bed

What was the direction of the

Drawing water from a wel1.
A coconut falllng from the coconut

is supported to lie on the bed.
Pushing a trolley

displacement of the bag?

tI ee.

force and

Analyse these and enter the data in
iable 7.3

Then what is the amount of work

Now, isn't it clear that the direction of
displacement of an object need not
always be in the direction of the force
we appiy.

Are the directions

of

displacement the same?

done?

Does a man do any work while
sLanding slill willr a weight on his
head ?

Energy
Can we always do work at the same
rate? Why?

If tlte rlirection of displncement of the body
is perpendicular to the direction of tlrc
force applied, then the body has no
dispLacement in the iLirection offorce. So

S afim

was returning from scfioof
on fiu 6irycfe, lie fiad a 6ag containing
10 F.g of ice a[ong wirfi fris sclioof 6ag
futt of 6oofu. Wlien fie came to an d.scent
on tfre road fie was tie[.
'Wfrite

* Why couldn't Salim pedal his

the zoork done zoill be zero.

Consider the following situations

bicycle up the incline?
:

Energy is the abllity to do work. The
unit of work, joule is also the unit of
energy.
What are the different ways by which
objects can possess energy?

Potential energy
We need energy to do any kind o{
work. How much work is to be done
Situation

Direction of the
force applied

Direction of
displacement of the object

Table 7.3

Force causing the

displacement

io iift a box of 40kg to the

floor of
height 10m from the grouncl floor of a
building?
4th

* A stone of mass 5 kg was raised
from the ground to the 2nd floor of
height 7m and {rom there to the
third floor of height 3m from the
second floor. \44rat is the potentlal
energy of the stone with respect to
the ground floor and the 2nd floor?

The weight mg of the box, acts
downwards. The {orce used to lift the
box to the 4s floor is equal to its weight
but upwards. Therefore the force to be

When we calculate the potential

appliedisF=mg.
The displacement in the directlon of the

s: heighih:10m.
Thework tobe done W : F x s :

force

is

mgh

energy relative to the ground floor

h : 7 +3=10m
. u=mgh

= 40 x 10 x 10=4000J.

At a height of 10m., the poiential
energy of the box
work done.

will

be equal to this

Potential energy with respect to the
2nd floor

U-

Objects possess energy by uirtue of their

How does the potential energy
change as the height from the

position. Tltis is potential energy. If an
object of mass m is at a height h the
potential energy U = mgh.

;t

A microwave tower is 15m high.
The iron rod at the top of this tower

mgh

ground is increased?

*

If the mass is increased?

has a mass of 2kg. What is its
potential energy?

Observe the fig.7.3

What will be the potential energy
of this rod when it is on the
ground?

In ihis siiuation which is

*

Why do we wind the spring in a toy
car?

\Arhich of the objects shown in the
figure can do work?

the

position at which the rod can do
work?

How did these objects get the
ability to do work?

Make a list o{ the occasions when
objects have potential energy-

.
.

Water stored at a height.

A stone placed at a height.

The drawn bow, the compressed
spring, the stretched rubber band
compressed air etc can perform work.
All of them are under strain. The ability
to do work because of the strain is also
called potential energy.

From the above discussions find
out, the different ways in which
an object can acquire potential
energy_

Fig.7.3

Make a definition for potential energy
and note it down in your science diary.

Kinetic energy
Hold a water wheel under a water tap,
or in the flowing water in a river.

*

How did the flowing water get the
ability to turn the wheel?
How is the wind able to turn

a

wind

mi11?

Here the water and the air get the
ability to do work from their motion.
The energy possessed due to the
motion o[ an object is kinelic energy.
\44rat are the factors on which kinetic
energy of a body depend?

Fig.7.4

*

What do you observe?
Fig.7.5
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Keep a smooth plank of wood 1m long
inclined. Keep a tov car on the ground,
a little in front of the piank and mark

When did the tin get more kinetic
energy? When the velocity was
greater/ smaller?

its position. Ro1l down an empty
cylindricai powder tin from the top of
the plank. The tin will hit the car
causing it to move forward. Measure

Now you have found out another
factor on which kinetic energy
depends. Which is that?

and record the distance the car moved.
Fi1l the tin with sand and repeat the
experiment.

*

From the above activity what are the
factors on which the kinetic energy
depends?

On which occasion did the toy car
move to a greater distance?
What was the form of energy of the

powder tin that made the car to

The kinetic energy of an object of mass

m and velocity v is

move?

When did the toy car move

I

I(= )
a

greater distance? Was it on getting
more energy / less energy?

*

mv2

A bullet of mass 0.005kg is fired
from a pistol with a velocity of
200m/ s. \A4-rat is the kinetic energy
of the bullet?

Mass of the bullet= 0.005kg

When did the powder tin get more
kinetic energy?

Velocity

v = 200 rn/ s

_

_, I
6: ', mvz

_

Klnetlc energy

Now let's try another activity.

tin filled with
sand from different heights of the
Ro1l down the powder

:

I

, u 0.005k9.(200m/s),

inclined plane and allow it to hit the car.

- :.0005<200r200

* When did the toy car move a

=

I

100J

greater distance?

A bullet hits an object and stays
embedded there. What is the

On this occasion how was the
velocity of the powder tin? High/

velocity of the embedded bullet?

Low?

What wiil be its kinetic energy in
this situation?

When the velocity of the tin was
low, how was the displacement of
the car? Greater/ Lower?

Different forms of energy
Kinetic energy and potential energy are two forms of mechanical energy. What
are the other forms of energy you know about? Against each form of energy that
you have noted, write down the work it can do and the transformation of energy
taking place there. Complete the table 7.4.

Work that can be done

Form of energy

Electrical energy

Runs the motor

Heat energy

Runs the engine in vehicles

Change of energy

Electrical energy is
transformed into
mechanical energy

Table7.4

*

Observe the figure 7.6.
Discuss the different stages from the
storage of water in the dams to the
generation of electricity. Then answer
the following questions.

*

Fig.7.6

liPhtiicoiScienCes

Which is the form of energy
obtained from the generator when
the turbine turns?

What is the form of energy present
in the water stored at a height?

What is the form of energy when
this water flows down through
penstock pipes?

84

\Alhat is the energy conversion that
takes place when the flowing water
turns the turbine?

What are the di{ferent forms of
energy into which electrical energy
can be converted?

Write some more examples to show that one form of energy can
be converted in to another.

(^w
-A1GNU

Fig.7.7

Whcn one form of energy

When the pot fa1ls down what
happens to its poiential energy?

is
converted into another, is there any
loss of energy? Discuss it with your
friends.

Increases/ decreases?
\A4rich are the energy conversions
that take place when the pot hits the

The figure shows a flower pot falling
down from the terrace.

gound?
Assume that the pot had a mass of
15kg and that it was on a terrace of
height 4m. What is the potential
energy of the pot when it was on
the terrace? (g=10m/s'?)

f
Fig.7.B

U=mgh=....
What was its kinetic energy when
it was at a height of 4m? Why?

*

If so, what is the total energy?

{il* ,it
ll-#r \is

n,echnni, atl energy of nn ob ject }
ol its potentiat energy and

j
l

th, 'urt

When the pot was on the terrace
whrch form of energy did it possess?

\ktnetic

energy

Physicol ScienceslfS5

While the pot falls down what are
the different forms of energy it

transformation of energy and record
your opinion.

Law of conservation of
energy

p osses ses?

Which is the energy that increases
during this time?
Which is the energy that decreases
during this time?

How will you find the value of
when the pot has

Energy can only be contterted from one
form to anotlrcr. It can neither be
nor destroyed.

*

What are the types of energy
applied when you rub a black
board with a duster?

v2

fa11en 2m?

will be the kinetic energy at
this time? K -......
\44rat will be the potential energy
\44rat

You know that lt ls the green plants
that produce food in nature. From
where do the plants get the energy
for this?

at a height of 2m from the ground?

*

If so, what will be the total energy?

Green plants take carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere and water from the

ground through the roots. In the
kinetic energy just
before the pot touches the ground?
\Arhat

will

be the

v2 =

into carbohydrate and oxygen.

Carbon dioxide + water + solar
energy -) Carbohydrate + oxygen

I

K = -

presence of sunlight they are converted

mv2

tt2 +2as

u =0
a = g=10m/s'?
s =4m
v2 = 0+2x1,0 x 4 = 8Om'z/s'?
I

K =;.15

80:b00J

What will be the potential energy
now?

*

What

will

be the total energyl

Based on the information you have
received, have ,r discussion on
Fig.7 .9
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{Tlte chenital energy conlnined in llte
I cnrbolrrydrale tnn be conuerled inlo Ilte
{rnrrgy neederi to do rrork.
How does the sun, which is the source
of all our energy, give out energy
continuouslv at all times? This is
through nuclear fusion. It is the process
of hydrogen nuclei combining together
to form helium. During this process
matter gets transformed into energy.

The time taken to lift the bricks to a
height of 3m and the number of bricks
lifted are given in table 7.5.

Compare them on the basis of the
work each of them did and the time
taken for that.
Name of
the worker

Number of
bricks

Time
taken

Gopi

600

50minute

Thomas

600

6Ominute

Raghavan

600

40minute

Power
'llie water tan?S in futji's an[

%.ary's

liouses are of tfie same size and Fgpt at
tfie same fieigftt. Even if tfre pumps are

startef simuftaneous[1 it tafuts more
time tofifttfie tan{at Raji's fiouse. 'll/frat

Table 7.5

Now answer the foliowing questions

*

can 6e the reason?

What is the amount of work done
by each of them?

Observe fig7.10. Gopi, Thomas and
Did all of them do the same amount
of work?

Raghavan are carrying bricks up
stairs. Each brick has a mass of 2kg.

Compare the ratio between the
amount of work done and the time
taken for that and note down the
conclusions.

*

Find the rates of their work.

The rnte ofzuork is cnLled pozoer

Poztter =

roork/tine P=Wt.

unit ofpouer is joule/second or zoatt.
Therefore joule is utatt x second.
The

*

What is the power of each of these
workers?

Find this from table 7.6
Fig.7.10
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Name

Amount of work

Time in

Rate of work

seconds

=

WorMime

Gopi
Thomas
Raghavan
Table7

6

In this chapter you have learned about work, energy and power.

Now find out the energy required to run the following
equipment of a house and complete Table 7.7
Equipment

Bulb

Power

Duration of work

Energy used

w

(hours)

I

100

4

100x4x60x60=
1440000J

Heater

1000

0.5

Television

60

3

Fan

80

6
TableT.7

Using the in{ormation given in tables 7 .6 and 7 .7 complete the
table 7.8

Bulb

Duration
of use

Energy
produced

Equipment

lt

2400

I

Heater

Motor

Power

1s

50,000I

1000

w

1250 W
Table 7.8

